Bulk Content API. Leverage the Power of Third-Party Data.

The LexisNexis® Bulk Content API provides complete access to huge third-party data sets. You’re able to pull and host all the LexisNexis®-licensed publication-level news content you want—whether it’s five years from all sources, or 35 years from a single source.

OUR DATA. YOUR PLAYGROUND.

Power your insights however you need. With large-volume data sets that you host.

- **Pull only the publications you are interested in, or receive the whole archive.** Specify any source and any time period.
- **The data is yours to analyze and use for all self-service data practices.** Create your own on-premises or cloud-hosted data lake. Use our raw data for data exploration, and discovery-oriented forms of advanced analytics.
- **No need for repeat calls.** We export and deliver a capsule of unstructured data via RESTful interface, and connect you to the Bulk server for constant updates and routine takedowns.

NEVER RUN OUT OF RUNWAY.

The Bulk Content API Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) delivery is the perfect compromise between perfection and fast return. With access to over 35 years of archived global publications, you’ll never run out of data for testing and development.

- **Model event-driven behavior.** Our expansive data collection contains all the content you need for applying and retesting your models.
- **Identify patterns in time series data.** Our vast data library incorporates decades of data, enabling you to describe and establish reliable patterns from sequential observations.
ENRICHMENT. UNLOCK THE BIG PICTURE.

LexisNexis® proprietary enrichments take care of the simple analytics. Leaving your data scientists and architects free to innovate.

- **Think big. Go deep.** LexisNexis® licensed content is enriched with semantic and proprietary tags as well as descriptive metadata, making it easy to find fruitful areas for deep analysis.
- **Access unrivaled content.** Our ever-expanding data collections are aggregated from a pool of thousands of global publishers.

DATA—YOUR KEY STRATEGIC ASSET FOR BUILDING BETTER DECISIONS

Leverage an incomparable content collection to create a truly data-driven organization. Extract the insights that will give you the competitive edge.

- **Identify actionable patterns.** This is raw data-as-a-service, allowing you to apply your own enrichment taxonomies to unlock critical intelligence.
- **From signal identification to drug development.** The Bulk Content API offers the data you need to power almost unlimited use cases. Whether you’re discovering market signals for the financial sector or identifying genomic markers for drug sensitivity.
- **Peerless levels of content—for your industry and beyond.** The LexisNexis® name is your guarantee of unmatched, vetted content. Build your Bulk delivery from respected publications specific to your industry, as well as globally recognised outlets.

LEVERAGE LEXISNEXIS® LEGAL/COURT DATA

Add LexisNexis® regulatory and court data to your Bulk delivery, and expand your data set to allow for even more classification and regression learning. Access content rich with history and topic segmentation.

Contact us for access to our developers’ portal, sample files, and sample schema:

Call us on +31 (0)20 485 34 56, email us at support@lexisnexis.eu or visit www.lexisnexis.com/internationalsales